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SCaN provides 
communications 
and navigation 
services that are 
essential to the 
operation of 
NASA's space 
flight missions 

SCaN is responsible for the overall planning, 
policy, and administration of the NASA Spec-
trum Management Program, and supports the 
major bands of the electromagnetic spectrum 
used for space communications.  
Currently, SCaN standard services are in the 
RF realm, and include communications in the 
following frequency bands: 

 S-band  Ku-band 

 X-band  L-band

 Ka-band  VHF (non-standard)

As the provider of spacecraft-to-ground communica-
tions and navigation for NASA, SCaN supports all ma-
jor orbit classes and space flight trajectories: 

 Launch/Ascent/Re-entry/Descent

 Sub-Orbital

 Low Earth Orbit (LEO)

 Medium Earth Orbit (MEO)

 Geosynchronous Earth Orbit (GEO)

 Highly Elliptical Orbit (HEO)/Molniya

 Lunar/Lagrange

 Extra-Lunar/Planetary

Overview 1 

SCaN offers a comprehensive set of standard services based upon its charter to provide com-
munications and navigation for its customers from launch through planetary exploration 
and throughout mission lifecycle. Customers—including NASA, national and international 
partner agencies, and commercial spacecraft—select from among SCaN’s three component 
networks. The standard services, along with introductory information on the abilities and 
features of the SCaN networks, are summarized to provide SCaN customers and potential 
customers with knowledge of the networks and the capabilities of SCaN. 

SCaN provides standardized services that are designed to meet a variety of mission needs, including support for all 
types of data transfer — voice, video, data, command and telemetry. SCaN standard services also support space-
craft navigation, and transport/handling for science data communications and processing. Standard services by 
definition consist of those functions inherent in each of SCaN’s three component networks with no need for 
unique development or equipment. By using SCaN’s standard services, missions can more efficiently manage costs 
while reducing the risk that a service will not perform as expected when needed.  

SCaN currently supports over 100 missions and is actively involved in pre-mission activities that will further in-
crease its customer base.  Early planning and coordination between SCaN and its customers is critical to  ensuring 
quality service with minimal complications.  SCaN has an established process that allows its Mission Commitment 
Offices to work hand-in-hand with missions for planning, analysis, integration, and testing to identify and develop 
optimum communications and navigation support solutions throughout the mission’s life cycle. 

SCaN provides three component networks, offering 
24/7 support to customers for global telecommuni-
cation services including telemetry, tracking, and 
command, science, and navigation services between 
customer entities (e.g., mission  
platform(s), mission operations centers). 

Near Earth Network (NEN) - provides SCaN ser-
vices to a wide range of customers  from sub-
orbital to Lunar and Lagrange distances. 

Space Network (SN) -  uses a constellation of 
communications relay satellites supporting cus-
tomers near and below geosynchronous orbits. 

Deep Space Network (DSN) - focuses on missions 
with orbits from geosynchronous to beyond our 
solar system.  

http://www.nasa.gov/directorates/heo/scan/spectrum/
http://www.nasa.gov/directorates/heo/scan/spectrum/
http://www.nasa.gov/content/near-earth-network/
http://www.nasa.gov/content/space-network/
http://www.nasa.gov/directorates/heo/scan/services/networks/txt_dsn.html#.VUjJR42fSQ0


 

SCaN provides services that are designed to meet a variety of mission needs, including forward and return data transport services, radiometric 
and science services, and navigation services for active missions as well as the support of the modeling, testing and calibration necessary for the 
preparation (i.e., integration) of systems and spacecraft for the successful use of communications. 

SCaN has developed a set of standard services; services in this category are inherent to the current functional capabilities of the SCaN networks. 
There are little-to-no modifications/dependencies on the development of new functions within any of the SCaN networks for standard services. 
Use of the standard services enables more streamlined service evaluation, acquisition, and use (e.g., scheduling). Current standard services in-
clude end-to-end transport of information between the point of origin (e.g., mission platform(s)) and destination/access point (e.g., mission oper-
ations center, university, CSO, ISP, etc.). SCaN networks provide radio frequency (RF) interfaces as well as access/facilitation to inter-connecting 
ground networks when needed to support mission needs via NASA’s Customer Service Office (CSO) Mission Backbone Network. 

Service Category 
   Direction: Abbreviation Standard Services Description 

Data Transport 
Return: T[R] 
Forward: T[F] 

Standard services for “Data Transport” facilitate the exchange of information between a mission’s  
platform(s) and locations on the earth. Typically, minimal processing is applied to the data - only that which is 
necessary to communicate with the endpoints (e.g., RF encoding applied to IP-based transport). Transported 
data may include voice, video, and/or data (e.g. sensor science data, etc.). 

Return Service Characteristics (Additional detail available in reference documents) 
Rates range from 10 bps  
to 300 Mbps (with a  
potential maximum of  
600 Mbps with concurrent 
services), depending  
on modulation and data  
characteristics 

Forward Service Characteristics (Additional detail available in reference documents) 
Rates range from 7.8 bps to 
25 Mbps, depending on  
modulation and data  
characteristics 

*Note that Command and Telemetry (TC/TM) data are critical subsets of Forward and Return data transport
functions. Because services for TC/TM data deal particularly with the exchange of information to and from a 
mission’s platform(s) for the purposes of monitoring and maintaining control of the platform, this information
is typically of higher priority than other categories of data to be transported by the SCaN Networks. Therefore,
SCaN provides prioritization consistent with the needs of the mission.

Science 
Return: S[R] 
Forward: S[F] 

SCaN “Science Services” collectively refer to Radio Science services, Radio Astronomy/Very Long Baseline Inter-
ferometry (VLBI) services, and Radar Science services; and/or data and meta-data generated by these services. 

Navigation and Radiometrics 
Return: T[R] 
Forward: T[F] 

The “Navigation and Radiometric” services provide measurements and products based on one-way Doppler, 
two-way Doppler, and either PN-ranging or range tones, as well as the processing to determine orbital ele-
ments for mission platform navigation. Services are provided at the frequencies identified for each network. 
The radiometric (e.g., ranging, Doppler, etc.) components of navigation services are specifically provided by the 
three component SCaN networks (SN, NEN, DSN). Resultant Tracking Data Messages (TDMs) can be sent to 
NASA’s FDF and AMMOS, as appropriate, to provide comprehensive navigation services. Additionally, TDMs 
can be sent directly to missions to internally compute navigation information.  

Standard Services 2 

Note that the SCaN networks may also provide non-standard services at the request of the 
mission. Cost and rates are determined during the customer commitment process. 

Typically, SCaN services consist of a link from the mission platform(s) to a SCaN ground site and then from the SCaN ground site to a mission’s end 
point on the earth (e.g., MOC). Service descriptions intentionally use the characteristics of mission platform(s) link(s) as driving characteristics of 
Standard Services; however, the SCaN networks also support interface standardization (i.e., use of protocol standards) on the “ground link” be-
tween SCaN ground sites and missions’ earth-bound endpoints. The standard exchange mechanisms used by SCaN ‘on the ground’ focus on IP-
based transport and CCSDS-formatted information.  

As part of the SCaN commitment process, the options relating to  both space and ground links are evaluated for applicability and efficiency. 

Decoding 

 uncoded

 Rate 1/2 Convo

 Rate 1/3 Convo

 Rate 1/2 LDPC

Modulations 

 BPSK (un-spread

and PN-spread)

 8PSK

 PM

 Reed Solomon (RS)

 RS+Convo

 Turbo coding (rates 1/2,

1/3, 1/4, & 1/6)

Encoding 

 Rate 1/2 Convo  
 Rate 1/3 Convo

 Rate 1/2 LDPC

Modulations 

 BPSK (un-spread

and PN-spread)

 QPSK

 SS-UQPSK

 Direct PM

 PSK Subcarri-

er PM

 Reed Solomon

(RS)

 RS+Convo

 QPSK

 SQPN

 SQPSK



 

SCaN has an extensive history of supporting numerous customer platforms with disparate orbits and trajectories—including sub-orbital missions, 
over launch trajectories, and into deep space. The SCaN networks work together to provide complementary support to missions of varying trajec-
tory and orbit profiles. The following list describes the varying mission trajectory profiles of SCaN supported missions:  

Legend Trajectory Descriptions 

Launch/Ascent/  
Re-entry/Descent 

Customer platforms and/or launch vehicles on the launch pad prior to lift-off, throughout the duration 
of ascent, and into orbit insertion. For those returning to earth, support is provided through descent 
and re-entry. (Note, “launch” is used to refer to this entire category of trajectory profiles.) 

Sub-Orbital  
Aeronautics missions and vehicles operating below 100 km above sea level such as missions from the 
NASA Scientific Balloons program and aircraft  

Low Earth Orbit 
(LEO) 

Missions operating between 160 km (with a period of 90 minutes) and 2,000 km (with a period of 125 
minutes) 

Medium Earth Orbit 
(MEO)  

Missions operating between 2,000 km and 36,000 km 

Geosynchronous 
Earth Orbit (GEO)  

Missions operating at 36,000 km 

Highly Elliptical 
Orbit (HEO) 

Missions operating with the orbital parameters below 1,000 km for perigee and over 36,000 km for 
apogee, including the Molniya orbit (operating at 63.4 degree inclination) 

Lunar/Lagrange Missions operating in lunar orbit, or at any of the Earth-Moon or Earth-Sun Lagrange points  (2 shown) 

Extra-Lunar/
Planetary 

Missions operating beyond the moon on a trajectory to other planets and beyond 

The Near Earth Network (NEN), the Space Network (SN), and the Deep Space Network (DSN) together enable SCaN to provide communications 
and navigation services over the full operational life cycle of a mission from launch to de-orbit. Because the complementary capabilities and 
focused approach of the individual networks makes complete coverage possible, support to customers is not limited by the mission’s flight path 
or operational orbit.  SCaN networks can support communications and navigation for expendable launch vehicles, robotics payloads, Human 
Space Flight missions, science missions, the development of radiometric technology, and inter-planetary exploration. As part of its commitment 
to mission success, SCaN aids missions in identifying the appropriate network(s) to meet their needs during mission planning and integration. 

The NEN, consisting primarily of ground sites with antennas up to 18 meters in diameter, is focused on supporting launch and operational activ-
ities in the LEO range as well as GEO, Lunar and Earth-Sun Lagrange points. Most NEN antennas slew very quickly to enable the NEN to track 
Launch vehicles during ascent and high speed low altitude missions with brief visibility windows. 

Trajectory Profiles 3 

The SN, consisting of a constellation of relay 
satellites in GEO pointing towards the Earth, 
focuses primarily on continuous communi-
cations services to missions operating in 
MEO and below, with support provided to 
HEO, and other orbits, when the space-
craft’s orbit brings it within range. The SN 
has near-continuous visibility to missions 
from Launch through LEO operations.  

The DSN, consisting of ground sites utilizing 
34 and 70 meter antennas, is focused on 
providing precise support to missions oper-
ating beyond GEO. The DSN has an exten-
sive history of supporting Lunar, Lagrange, 
and planetary missions.  

Operating the three networks together, 
SCaN provides continuous support to cus-
tomers traversing through multiple trajecto-
ry and orbital profiles.  
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Virtually every endeavor that NASA undertakes today requires communications and/or data transfer via the electromagnetic spectrum. NASA relies 
on SCaN to provide this vital service to its missions.  SCaN provides services in the major bands that are allocated for spacecraft communications by 
the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) and the National Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA).  In addition, these 
same SCaN services are available to non-NASA missions. The characteristics and performance within various frequency bands, as well as the alloca-
tions/purpose of the bands dictates overall SCaN support in accordance with the diagram and table below. 

SCaN is responsible for the 
overall planning, policy, and 
administration of the NASA 
Spectrum Management Pro-
gram.  SCaN can work with 
missions to determine the 
communications medium 
that is best suited to success-
fully meet mission needs 
while planning ahead to en-
sure spectrum availability for 
future generations of NASA 
missions. Further, as part of 
the mission planning process-
es, SCaN can aid missions in 
understanding how to ac-
quire access to the spectrum 
they need in order to execute 
their mission. 

Frequency Overview 4 

S-band

Ku-band

Ka-band

S-band

X-band

Ka-band

L-band

S-band

X-band

Ka-bandSN NEN DSN

DSN NEN SN Primary Uses 

L-band 
- USAF Space-Ground Link System (SGLS)

- VLBI/Radio Astronomy Science

S-band   

- Earth Exploration-Satellite Service (EESS), SRS, Space Operations

Service (SOS), Space-to-Space and Earth-to-Space

- VLBI/Radio Astronomy Science

- Radar Science

X-band  

- EESS

- Space Research Service (SRS)

- VLBI/Radio Astronomy Science

- Radar Science

Ku-band 
- SRS Near Earth, Space-to-Space

Ka-band   

- Space Research Service (SRS), Space-to-Space

- EESS and SRS, Space-to-Earth

- VLBI/Radio Astronomy Science

- SRS Radio Science

The frequencies supported by SCaN as part of its standard services support a wide range of mission types, from ground-based radio astronomy to 
interplanetary spacecraft.  As part of the planning and acquisition of SCaN services, SCaN can aid in ensuring that the appropriate spectrum alloca-
tions and certifications have been obtained. From L-band to Ka-band, SCaN supports forward and return services at frequencies in accordance with 
mission needs. SCaN works with customers to identify bands, frequencies and data transfer characteristics (i.e., data rate, data volume per con-
tact) best suited for each customer.   

Data rates currently sup-
ported range from 7.8 bps - 
25 Mbps for forward ser-
vices and 10 bps - 300 
Mbps for each return ser-
vice (with a maximum of 
600 Mbps with concurrent-
ly scheduled/aggregated 
services).  Planned up-
grades to SCaN assets will 
allow for even greater data 
rates in the near future. 
The actual data rates are 
defined by frequencies and 
trajectory needs of the 
mission. 

http://www.nasa.gov/directorates/heo/scan/spectrum/
http://www.nasa.gov/directorates/heo/scan/spectrum/
http://www.nasa.gov/directorates/heo/scan/spectrum/


 

The Near Earth Network (NEN) is a network of ground stations located at sites around the world that provide space communications and tracking 
services to missions operating in the near earth region. The NEN supports multiple robotic and launch vehicle missions through the use of NASA-
owned stations and through cooperative agreements with interagency, international, and commercial service providers. With antennas ranging in 
size from 4.3m to 18m, the NEN provides ground-based forward, return, tracking, data processing & distribution, scheduling, remote monitor & 
control, testing, engineering, and management support.  Because of the diverse nature of the NEN, NEN services are dependent on the configura-
tion at each individual site. For example, currently the NEN supports Ka-band services only out of the White Sand Ground Complex.  

The Near Earth Network (NEN) is operated 24 hours a day, seven days a week, 365 days per year. It has successfully achieved and maintained 
high proficiency typically exceeding the 99.1% requirement for routine operations. The NEN provides services to a variety of mission customers at 
various trajectories at multiple frequency bands through all phases of a mission’s lifetime to include: 

 Low-Earth Orbits (LEO), Geosynchronous Orbits (GEO), Highly Elliptical Orbits (HEO), Lunar orbits, and earth/sun Lagrange distances

 Lunar surface and transfer

 Suborbital and launch

Overview of Standard Services 

Frequency Bands Trajectories/Orbits Mission Phases Services 

 S-Band

 X-Band 

 Ka-Band 

 Sub-Orbital

 LEO, MEO

 GEO, HEO

 Lunar/Lagrange

 Launch

 Early Orbit

 Operations

 Disposal

 Data Transport

 Command/Telemetry

 Navigation

NEN Overview 5 

NASA 

Commercial 

Partner Agencies 

Example: Orbiting Carbon Observatory-2 
(OCO-2)* 

 Tracking, Telemetry, and Command
(TT&C) during prelaunch, LEOP, nomi-
nal & contingency operations, and orbit
maneuvers

 S-Band command and telemetry

 X-Band telemetry
*OCO-2 SN services – not listed

http://www.nasa.gov/content/near-earth-network/


 

 

The Space Network (SN) provides space communications services through the management of the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System 
(TDRSS). The SN is a constellation of geosynchronous satellites called Tracking and Data Relay Satellite (TDRS) and associated ground systems that 
operate as a bent pipe relay system between the customer platform and customer ground facilities. The capabilities of each TDRS include 2 single 
access antennas and an arrayed shareable multiple access antenna. Each TDRS provides single access forward and return links, multiple access 
forward and return links, dual- and tri-frequency communications, circular polarization (Left Hand Circular [LHC] or Right Hand Circular [RHC]) with 
radiometric tracking on each link, and TT&C for the relay. The SN also offers scheduling of services for both extended durations and “near real-
time” through a demand access system. For customer platforms operating in a low earth orbit above 73 km in altitude, the SN is capable of provid-
ing near-continuous communications services for 100% of a spacecraft’s orbit. Additionally, it provides services to users at MEO and HEO when 
their platform(s) are within the TDRS field of view. 

The Space Network is operated 24 hours a day, seven days a week, 365 days per year. Operations on the network run above 99.5% proficiency 
every month. Usually the SN operates above 99.9%. The SN is a highly automated system that provides services to a variety of mission customers 
to include: 

 Human Space Flight missions and International Space Station (ISS) operations 

 ISS Resupply operations such as NASA Dragon, Cygnus, Progress, and HTV 

 Crewed mission operations such as Soyuz, followed by Starliner and Dragon 2 

 Launch, Early Orbit, and Nominal operations of Expendable Launch Vehicles and Robotics missions such as the Delta rockets, Atlas rockets, Hub-
ble Space Telescope, and Fermi Gamma-ray Space Telescope. 

Overview of Standard Services   

Frequency Bands Trajectories/Orbits Mission Phases Services 

 S-Band 

 Ku-Band 

 Ka-Band 
 

 Launch 

 Sub-Orbital 

 LEO, MEO 

 HEO 

 Launch 

 Early Orbit 

 Operations 

 Disposal 

 Data Transport* 

 Command/Telemetry 

 Navigation 
* Demand access services 
are also supported 

SN Overview 6 

Example: Fermi Gamma-Ray Space  
Telescope (FGST) 

 Tracking, Telemetry, and Command 
(TT&C) during prelaunch, LEOP, 
nominal & contingency operations 

 S-Band forward and return services 

 K-Band return service 
          *FGST NEN services – not listed 

http://www.nasa.gov/content/space-network/


 

 

The Deep Space Network (DSN) is comprised of three major tracking sites around the globe that can provide continuous communication and navi-
gation support for the world’s deep space missions. The three sites, Goldstone (USA), Madrid (Spain), and Canberra (Australia) are spaced approxi-
mately 120 degrees apart in longitude to provide nearly continuous tracking coverage for missions above the Geosynchronous Earth orbit of 
35,786 km (22,236 mi). Each site has large steerable 34m and 70m antennas with sensitive cryogenic receivers and large 20 kW transmitters.  
The DSN shows a real time status of communications with the deep space explorers at the following URL: http://eyes.nasa.gov/dsn/dsn.html  

The DSN is operated 24 hours a day, seven days a week, 365 days per year. Operations on the network run above 95% proficiency every 
month. Usually the DSN operates above 99%. The DSN is a world-wide network of large antennas and communication facilities, located in Cali-
fornia, Spain, and Australia. The DSN provides communications services to a wide array of customers to include: 

 Deep space missions, including those requiring extreme sensitivity 

 Lunar missions and distances beyond 

 Relay operations at Mars (providing services to a secondary set of customer on the Martian surface) 

 Lagrange point missions (Earth-Sun and Earth-Moon) and missions in a Highly Elliptical Orbit (HEO) 

Overview of Standard Services   

Frequency Bands Trajectories/Orbits Mission Phases Services 

 L-Band 

 S-Band 

 X-Band 

 Ka-Band 

 GEO 

 HEO 

 Lunar/Lagrange 

 Extra-Lunar/Planetary 

 Early Orbit 

 Operations 

 Disposal 

 Data Transport 

 Command/Telemetry 

 Navigation 

 Science 

DSN Overview 7 

Example: Cassini 

 Tracking, Telemetry, and Command 
(TT&C) through the end-of-mission 

 S-Band telemetry 

 X-Band command and telemetry 

 Ka-Band for Radio Science 

http://deepspace.jpl.nasa.gov
http://eyes.nasa.gov/dsn/dsn.html


 

 

 
 

Communications Band   
Network  

SN NEN DSN Sp** 

VHF*    x 

L-Band   x  

S-Band x x x  

X-band  x x  

Ku-Band x    

Ka-Band x x x  

Trajectory Profile  
Network  

SN NEN DSN 

Launch/LEOP x x x 

Sub-Orbital x x  

LEO x x x 

MEO x x x 

GEO x x x 

HEO/Molniya x x x 

Lunar  x x 

Lagrange***  x x 

Extra-Lunar/Planetary   x 

Using standard services is the most streamlined mechanism to acquire SCaN services, as well as an effective way to minimize costs to both the 
mission and to NASA. However, SCaN networks can also support mission-unique needs that require non-standard functionality within the SCaN 
networks themselves. Customized functions of the SCaN networks include, but are not limited to,  

 Modulation 

 Data rate 

 Encoding/decoding 

 Local user equipment (e.g., equipment collocated at a NASA ground site due to processing needs). 

SCaN currently supports non-standard service functions for several missions in the frequency bands and orbit profiles shown below. The determi-
nation to support non-standard services depends on the network roadmap and the needs of the mission itself.  

SCaN is committed to supporting all of the needs of its customers. However, due to the impacts of specialized support (i.e., use of non-standard 
services) — potentially development, engineering, operations, maintenance, equipment (installation, maintenance, and removal), and logistics — 
there are additional costs associated with these activities that SCaN must pass along to the requesting mission.  Discussions relating to unique ser-
vices are part of the SCaN customer commitment process to evaluate complexity, impact, and cost. 

SCaN currently supports non-standard services within the following frequency bands and mission profiles: 

*  VHF support is reserved for Human Space Flight emergencies 
(i.e., ISS, Soyuz) 

** Specialized Support — ISS/Soyuz support is provided by SCaN at 
network sites, although it is not part of the service offerings. 
Sites include WGS, WSC, and NASA Armstrong. 

Non-standard Services and Network Evolution 8 

SCaN is also involved in the development of future and expanded services. Future features include optical transport, disruption tolerant network-
ing and expanded X-band capacity, as well as standardizing interfaces among the networks (e.g., CCSDS Space Link Extension (SLE) protocol sup-
port), as well as common interfaces for mission commitment and integration activities. In addition, the SCaN networks are actively involved in the 
development of future features and enhancements to ground-based communications mechanisms such as additional CCSDS development. 

SCaN is actively expanding the existing capabilities of the networks, and investigating increasing use of SCaN’s commercial partners’ capabilities. 
The NEN is currently working on the Launch Communications Project (LCP) to support launch operations at the Kennedy Space Center, as well as 
working on a new tracking station at Punta Arenas, Chile with arraying capability.  The SN is adding new network infrastructure in Maryland, while 
the DSN adds new apertures in Australia, Spain, and California; SCaN is also currently developing a Ka-Band NEN network with 4 Gbs capability, 
and increasing DSN per-antenna mission support from a maximum of two services per antenna to four concurrent services per antenna.  

Missions may be able to participate in these activities (e.g., as a tester), and/or partner in the development of future features. Inquiries should be 
directed to the SCaN Mission Commitment Office.  

*** Lagrange includes Earth-Moon and/or Earth-Sun points 

http://public.ccsds.org/default.aspx


 

 

 Network Usage  (e.g., aperture fees,  per minute/per pass fees, apportionment of Operations and Maintenance (O&M) costs) 

Network usage costs are determined based on the type and category of services performed—with estimates provided during MP&I. NASA cus-
tomers are not charged usage costs for standard services, but are charged for non-standard services. Other government agencies and commer-
cial flight project customers are charged  for usage (e.g., aperture fees, “per minute”/”per pass” fees, apportionment of O&M costs) when using 
standard services in addition to non-standard service costs. All customers are responsible for funding flight dynamics support using NASA’s Flight 
Dynamics Facility (FDF) directly and/or the Advanced Multi-Mission Operations System (AMMOS) via NASA’s Science Mission Directorate. 

SCaN services and support are available to all NASA-sponsored flight projects and science investigators; SCaN currently provides standard services 
to NASA missions from Voyager to CubeSat missions. 

Other government agencies and commercial  flight projects may become eligible for SCaN services through negotiation with NASA Headquarters. 
Contact the SCaN Mission Commitment Manager at (202) 358-0504 for additional guidance. 

In order to effectively plan for and use SCaN services, two major activities are undertaken: 

 Mission Planning and Integration (MP&I) (e.g., identifying mission needs and network compatibility) 

MP&I includes those tasks that must be executed prior to the operational use of the SCaN networks. Typically, these tasks occur prior to the 
launch of a space vehicle, although they may occur any time within the life cycle of a mission. Additionally, for longer-duration missions (e.g., 
interplanetary), a supplemental MP&I phase is often incorporated during the initial MP&I activities. MP&I ensures common understanding of 
the mission services requirements; the abilities of the SCaN networks; and compatibility between the mission (i.e., platform(s), mission opera-
tions center(s)), and SCaN networks. Funding of these efforts is dictated by NASA policies. Because both NASA missions and SCaN are funded 
through NASA, these missions fund SCaN only for the MP&I activities related to the dependencies on their processes/functionality (e.g., plan-
ning and development for non-standard services); they are not charged for the SCaN networks’ internal management functions related to 
standard services (e.g., network capacity planning). Alternatively, non-NASA missions are responsible for funding all network integration and 
data services activities in support of their missions, including reimbursement of SCaN costs in support of their MP&I activities.*  

SCaN makes resources available for these functions, however, they may be executed entirely by missions with strict compliance to  
SCaN-defined entrance criteria. The mission is responsible for incorporating SCaN-provided information into their analysis and testing. 

More detailed discussions occur with the Mission Commitment Offices and network representatives related to the timeline 
and effort needed in order to sufficiently understand the mutual needs between the mission and the SCaN networks. 

Using SCaN’s Networks 9 

To the right, NASA’s 
mission lifecycle is 
transposed against 
a high-level over-
view of the activities 
involved when using 
the SCaN networks. 
While all activities 
require participa-
tion from both po-
tential customers 
and SCaN, this chart 
identifies which 
participant has pri-
mary responsibility* 
for a particular ac-
tivity. Note that 
ultimately mission 
needs dictate how 
extensive each ac-
tivity is.  

* The term “responsibility” indicates which participant (SCaN or customer) provides funding for that activity. Execution is cooperative with lead-
ership by the participant best suited for the activity. For example, customers fund the development of the RF ICD, but it is created and main-
tained by SCaN with participation from the mission; thus providing a more cost-effective solution consistent with Network capabilities. 

SCaN and the missions share responsibility for these functions. SCaN allocates resources (e.g., NASA-sponsored mission allocation 
includes the first test execution for end-to-end testing); funding above allocated level is the responsibility of the mission.  

http://fdf.gsfc.nasa.gov/
https://ammos.jpl.nasa.gov/


 

SCaN shares responsibility with individual missions to execute and fund the tasks necessary to acquire, establish, test, and verify standard services. 
Due to the importance of developing and providing compatible communications for spacecraft prior to launch and network usage, the MP&I activi-
ties supported by SCaN are extensive. SCaN believes that the risk associated with a mission’s communications should be driven by the mission and, 
as such, SCaN can provide support as necessary. The level of support is discussed throughout MP&I; 29 distinct activities have been identified to 
facilitate this process.  

Of the 29 activities, the customer has primary responsibility for the 10 functions that can best be performed by missions as they are dependent on 
the needs, schedule, and design of the mission itself. As the mission has ultimate authority for the candidates and selection of the services they 
evaluate and use, the customer has leadership responsibility for these activities in accordance with NASA policy*; SCaN provides support and ex-
pertise to ensure success in the evaluation and execution of the services.  

 Definition of mission needs

 Definition of requirements for services provided by SCaN 

 Definition of the operational interface between the customer
spacecraft and the supporting network(s)

 Spacecraft connectivity-related activities

 Identification of [RF] performance parameters

 Definition of the [RF] communications interface

 Execution and documentation of the [RF] compatibility testing

 Determination of whether SCaN network resources cover the 
necessary area to support mission

 MOC connectivity-related activities

 Development of test plan to verify/validate the network and con-
nectivity requirements

 Performance and documentation of network validation testing

 Mission compatibility testing

 Development, execution and documentation of the testing to
verify compatibility testing through the SCaN network(s)

 Validation/End-to-end testing

 Development, execution and documentation of the testing to 
validate mission en-to-end with the SCaN network(s)

19 of the 29 activities are functions SCaN provides as part of the standard services engineering. SCaN leads these activities with input from the 
missions. These include network loading analyses, future network planning and modeling (e.g., Space Communications Mission Model), service 
level agreement development, readiness reviews, access to scheduling/accounting functions, aid in acquiring support from other agencies (e.g., 
European Space Agency (ESA) support), and anomaly support.  

 Definition and development of NASA agreements

 Definition of agreement terms involving SCaN's commitment to
missions’ space communications services; includes inter-agency,
international, commercial, etc. agreements

 Definition of the internal agreement terms for utilizing each of the 
SCaN network’s resources for DSN, SN, NEN

 Evaluation of mission goals and communication needs

 Recommendation for SCaN network(s) support based on mission’s 
needs and logistics (e.g., orbit, data volume, etc.)

 Participation during mission concept and definition phases

 Documentation of the service level agreement (SLA), including 
collaboration agreements for periodic updates to the SLA., includ-
ing FDF and AMMOS support which is also documented in the SLA

 Network Integration Management

 Definition of Network Requirements

 Determination of funding sources

 Estimation of Cost, including ROM or “grass-roots” design-based 
estimated cost for services and support that are not covered un-
der the aperture fees

 Network(s) loading assessment and analysis

 SCaN networks’ verification

 Coordination of testing and critical mission event supports 

 Readiness reviews

 Compilation of detailed network requirements SCaN services

 Assessment of readiness of the SCaN networks to satisfy mission 
requirements

 Space Communication Mission Model (SCMM) maintenance

 Access to service management functions

 Monitoring of execution and the mission satisfaction metrics

 Monitoring of the SCaN network-specific implementation activi-
ties to ensure that capabilities will be available to the mission

 Anomaly resolution support

 Post mission reporting

 Reporting on network activity and network status during the life 
of the mission

 Review and assessment of the planning and operations activities
executed during mission support
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* For NASA missions, SCaN is funded for these MP&I activities directly from the agency in accordance with NASA project and network.

All activities require participation from both potential customers and SCaN, this summary identifies which participant has primary responsibility for 
a particular activity. Note that ultimately mission needs dictate how extensive each activity is. 

SCaN networks support non-standard services at a mission’s request. In the event that non-standard services are need-
ed, the mission is responsible for the funding directly related to those services. These may include planning, edits/
updates to the documentation (e.g., SLA), development activities within the network, on-going support directly related 
to the non-standard service(s), hosting of mission equipment at a NASA site, and decommissioning/removal of equip-
ment upon completion of the mission. Missions will be able to discuss specifics with the Mission Commitment Office. 



 

The following set of documents provide additional detail on specific functions and services offered within each SCaN Network: 

 NPD 8074.1—MANAGEMENT AND UTILIZATION OF NASA'S SPACE COMMUNICATION AND NAVIGATION INFRASTRUCTURE

 SCaN-SERVICE CATALOG – Space Communications and Navigations Service Catalog

 DSN No. 820-100, Rev. E – Deep Space Network (DSN) Services Catalog

 453-NENUG – Near Earth Network (NEN) Users’ Guide

 450-SNUG – Space Network Users’ Guide (SNUG)

 Interagency Operations Advisory Group (IOAG) Service Catalog

Once a mission decides to evaluate or acquire SCaN ser-
vices, they are considered “customers”. Customers who will 
mainly use the DSN work directly with the DSN to provide a 
service agreement called a DSN Service Agreement (DSA). 
For those primarily using the SN or the NEN, a similar docu-
ment, called a PSLA is negotiated with NIMO. For competi-
tively selected missions, SCaN provides a letter of commit-
ment early in the process, before selection.  

Points of Contact Phone Number 

SCaN Mission Integration & Commitment Manager (202) 358-0504

Deep Space Network Commitments Office (D/MSP&M) (818) 354-2560

Networks Integration Management Office (NIMO) (301) 286-6354

SCaN utilizes well-established processes to capture and 
assess customer requirements in order to determine 
how to best support those requirements.  The process is 
collaborative and relies on continuous communication 
and exchange of information between the customer and 
SCaN throughout all phases of mission development.  
The mission commitment process consists of multiple 
activities that, at the highest level, include: 

 Initial requests for services

 Dissemination of requirements

 Feasibility assessments

 Negotiation of service and development of service
agreements

 Brokering of support with partner agencies (e.g.,
ESA, JAXA)

 Documentation support

 Integration, verification, validation, and compatibil-
ity test activities

 End-to-end test activities

 Service provision
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Missions desiring use of SCaN Services should make contact as early in the development process as possible. For missions whose assets will be in 
deep space, contact the Deep Space Network (DSN)/Mission Services Planning and Management Program (D/MSP&M). Missions whose assets are 
in LEO should contact the Networks Integration Management Office (NIMO). Missions whose assets are near Earth but beyond LEO may contact 
either office; the office’s first duty will be to help the mission decide which network, or combination of networks (e.g., as was done with MAVEN), 
should be used.  Missions may also contact the SCaN Mission Commitment Manager for questions related to which network is appropriate. (See 
contact information below.) 

Negotiation of the DSN Service Agreement (DSA) or Project Service Level Agreement (PSLA) creates a commitment to the mission, allowing the 
SCaN Network to analyze mission service needs with projected loading of the SCaN networks, and develop future plans for the SCaN networks. The 
DSA/PSLA also defines the information that must be supplied to the SCaN networks for provisioning of mission services and the mission’s compati-
bility with the SCaN networks. Mission extensions, or other major changes in the mission’s plan, may require a re-negotiation of the document. 

http://www.nasa.gov/directorates/heo/scan/index.html
http://deepspace.jpl.nasa.gov/advmiss/index.html
http://esc.gsfc.nasa.gov/space-communications/nimo.html



